
Project “Citizen Science” in Thüringen 

 

The Project, Summarized: 

Over nine months in 1945 (January to September), the natives of Thuringia experienced life under three 

distinctly different systems. In a 15-week period within that timeframe, three opposing regimes either 

came to an end, temporarily ruled or emerged as a long-term form of governance: People in Thüringen 

witnessed the last three months of the Third Reich, three-month US American occupation and the start 

of a Soviet occupation that later morphed into the 40-year-long, so-called German Democratic Republic. 

Dr. Michael Luick-Thrams worked as a research assistant/instructor with Dr. Christiane Kuller’s “Citizen 

Science” project for 18 months, October 2020-March 2023. During that time, he created with the help of 

Universität-Erfurt students, interns, volunteers and others a project focused on regional social and 

everyday history in that eventful year, titled 9 Months ÷ 3 Systems = Millions of Fates: Thuringian Social 

History, January to September 1945. During cyclical tour legs spread over 12 months, the team collected 

interviews with witnesses, 3D documentation and other sources. That tour took place in the form of a 

moveable exhibit—created and accompanied by Universität-Erfurt students of Luick-Thrams’—in a 

retrofitted DHL delivery van dubbed “The History Mobile.” Not only was this project undertaken so that 

the public might reflect on how three successive systems in such compressed sequence (rule by National 

Socialism, then American and Soviet occupation) lastingly affected the everyday lives of Thuringians, but 

to expand the view and depth of understanding of those people working with Luick-Thrams to carry out 

an ambitious, diverse project—again, namely students, Workawayers and other volunteers, interns, etc. 



 

Why this topic? 

In many ways, such a project based on eye-witness accounts, focused on such an era-specific topic, could 

only take place “now,” one last time, before all “Zeitzeugen” no longer will be present to share their 

stories. Also, every time they pass from one generation to the next, first-person documents become more 

endangered (frailty of paper, decisive damage rendering them increasingly less useful, accidental or willful 

destruction, etc.) and less likely to be gathered in time for long-term preservation and use. As openly 

collecting such aural or visual resources in eastern Germany was nearly impossible for some four and a 

half decades following World War II’s end, doing so now constitutes a “last hurrah.” 

Why in Thüringen? 

Of all sixteen current German states, only Thuringia was fully occupied by the US Army after it had 

defeated National Socialism, then was swapped with the Soviet Union—in effect—for rule of what 

became West Berlin. Here, in the heart of Germany, a largely rural province provided a stage where the 

biggest drama of recent times unfolded: the reign of two dictatorships, sandwiching a bridge-gap 

occupation by a United States which many still maintain never intended to remain in this province.  

Why the urgency? 

Dr. Michael Luick-Thrams (henceforth “ML-T”)—who oversaw both this sub-project of Dr Kuller’s larger 

social-history-based Citizen Science project—has written the following regarding this question: 

As a young man, as a peace activist in the early 1980s, the sincerity of my West-German peers 

deeply impressed me. I saw during multiple trips across their country the earnestness which 

many of them exhibited in their self-chosen task of confronting a “deeper truth” about their 

families’ collective past—one which their parents and grandparents often seemed content to 

ignore and render virtually invisible by their stubborn silence. At the same time, I well knew that 

process—started essentially by the “68ers”—was often confrontative, even literally combative, 

painful, often ugly to watch. Still, it seemed necessary to me and to millions of others, if the “sins 

of the fathers [and mothers]” ever were to be exorcised. Such a process, however, fits its peculiar 

historical moment, time and place in wider contexts—conditions not replicable elsewhere. 

Coming in 1993 to live in the former East Germany, I quickly recognized that a similar process 

would not work here—certainly not without tectonic shifts in the post-DDR mainstream mindset 

or without harm to many. Still, my personal belief that a more robust, more intentional survey of 

a “deeper truth” was crucial to forging real, lasting change in what had been not only a dozen 

years of Nazi dictatorship, but here 44 more under Soviet occupation, then tutelage codified by a 

subservient DDR leadership. For such a project, I eagerly stood ready to offer any academic, let 

alone mental and physical resources I could offer. I also knew any remaining time was fleeting. 

“Why Me, Now?” 

Again, from ML-T: 

I always assumed that I was chosen for this post for two reasons: 1) The self-appointed work I’d 

been doing already for a quarter century involving encounters between Germans [or Austrians] 



and Midwesterners, 1933-48, closely reflected the aims of Dr Kuller’s working perspective: 

piecing together insights into historical events and on-going dynamics from “the ground up,” 

using first-person documentation—especially letters, journals, articles, artwork and other lasting 

traces of those who witnessed said events. Moreover, 2) had this project’s head hired a German 

with a, say, Bavarian or Rhineland or Swabian accent, that cultural “baggage” likely would have 

produced not only an indelible, implicit bias of those doing the interviewing and document 

assessment, but also a stilted, even guarded tone among those being interviewed. My American-

English accent in German suggested an unconscious level of “non-partisanship” which likely 

elicited responses, and hopefully a comfort level a strong West-German accent would not have. 

At the same time, sometimes interviewees did exhibit [usually mild] anti-American attitudes. 

Why Multiple Tours? 

The History Mobile stopped in small, mid-sized and larger cities in every part of Thuringia, as it seemed 

important to have a wider view of the question at hand (“What were lasting influences of Thuringians 

wading through three systems in a short amount of time?”) than just the “Städtekette” of Eisenach-Erfurt-

Weimar-Jena. The cohort tapped to answer the project’s basic inquiry was sought to represent also the 

various cultural sub-regions of Thuringia: the core central-valley Thuringer Becken, but also the Eichsfelder 

(northwest corner), Franconian (southwest), Saxon (southeast) and “Prussian” (northeast) parts of the 

state. The original proposed tour route included the “target towns” on the below map: 

 

The ultimate route looked a bit different, determined by which willing contacts we could find, squared 

with their needs and abilities: Was there a Stadtfest planned for a specific date; on what day of the week 

was a weekly market; where and when was a parking spot for the History Mobile available? The results of 

painstaking, extensive queries dictated the practical possibilities. Those, in turn, determined the tour 

routes, which occurred in waves, determined predominantly by seasonal weather and the university’s 

semester/exam as well as vacation plans. Thus, the tours finally took place per the following schedules: 

 



 



 

How was this project a teaching and learning as well as narrative-history research tool? 

The History Mobile-centered project constituted a hybrid collaboration between two existing ones: 

Dr Christiane Kuller’s social-history-based Citizen Science project at the Universität-Erfurt with that of Dr 

Michael Luick-Thrams, director of two non-profit educational organizations, the TRACES Center for History 

and Culture (founded 2001, still based in his native Northcentral Iowa) and Spuren e.V. (founded 2011, 

based in Bad Langensalza, Germany). Already as a doctoral student at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 

(1993-97; https://usgerrelations.traces.org/Personnel/Luick-Thrams_Michael_bio.html), ML-T flew to the 

USA twice per grants from Berlin Senat’s Stiftung Luftbrückendank to interview 40 former [mostly, but 

not only] Jewish refugees who had fled Nazi-occupied Europe and ultimately found a safe haven at the 

Quaker-run Scattergood Hostel near West Branch, Iowa—the focus of his dissertation (https://edoc.hu-

berlin.de/handle/18452/15150 ) as well as his first of what by now are 25 books, Out of Hitler’s Reach: 

The Scattergood Hostel for European Refugees, 1939-43: For details about this story, see 

https://usgerrelations.traces.org/Personnel/Luick-Thrams_Michael_bio.html
https://edoc.hu-berlin.de/handle/18452/15150
https://edoc.hu-berlin.de/handle/18452/15150


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIRmTNrkcbM from 1998; for recent scholarship (2022) about 

historical contexts to Scattergood’s creation, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hoofeACoe8 . 

Once he had successfully defended his scholarly work, ML-T shifted his efforts to other topics. He and 

volunteers began interviewing 50 one-time German POWs (“prisoners of war”) who had been held in the 

Upper Midwest (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Y_0UYmX8ac), plus another 50 Midwest POWs 

(soldiers and airmen) who had been held in the Third Reich. From there, his focus expanded to dozens of 

related topics (e.g. Anne Frank’s Iowa pen pal, oppositional exiles, civilian internees, German war brides, 

etc.), as seen in TRACES’ online archives at https://usgerrelations.traces.org/index.htm . 

Fast forwarding to ML-T’s more recent academic research and career developments, his engagement at 

the Haus der Spuren in Bad Langensalza made an ideal, cooperating “Außenstelle” for the Universität-

Erfurt, as seen in this introductory film, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9c3ojd2B154 , as well as 

these about the opening of the HdS exhibits https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXOolm5PINE and, as a 

case study, the transfer of primary-document collections regarding some 15,000 German-American 

civilian internees during WWII: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLp0SG_cOHQ . 

Once the Haus der Spuren (launched in autumn 2020; its core exhibit opened in April 2021) had been fully 

established, ML-T and the Haus’ owner, Dr Jörg Seiler (Dean at the Katholisch-Theologischen Fakultät of 

the Universität Erfurt) dedicated their and the Haus’ efforts to complementing Dr Kuller’s Citizen Science 

project in the form of research wedded with outreach via the History Mobile—as seen in this Workaway-

generated film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjEFJd_EgGE . [Note: The History Mobile’s core 

concept came from TRACES’ various “BUS-eums,” mobile museums housed in retrofitted American school 

buses: For TV reports of its summer-2021 tour—the most recent of several dozen—see 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WCx1fVlcho + https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrToPg1wIGU 

; in summer 2023 ML-T will accompany a dozen Uni-Erfurt students, in waves, for a quarter year, touring 

the Midwest to speak about climate change. As always, the mobile exhibit is to stimulate discussion.] 

Meanwhile, Dr Kuller and ML-T have co-facilitated for three semesters a theme-related StuFu (“Studium 

Fundamentale”), through which students researched then drafted the exhibit panels about the three 

systems which reigned in Thuringia in 1945. Once funds had been secured to purchase and then retrofit a 

decommissioned DHL delivery van, students and Workawayers (see https://www.workaway.info/ and 

https://www.workaway.info/en/host/642567667632) began working on this unique, innovative sub-

project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjoYUh_pDXk Both student interns and Workawayers—

supervised by two FSJ (“Freiwilliges Soziales Jahr”) volunteers—accompanied the History Mobile in 

rotating shifts; together, they conducted interviews, scanned participants’ primary photos and other 

documents, spoke with the public, sent publicity and carried out other tour-related tasks. Ultimately, their 

work became the base of an online archives:  https://hds.traces.org/archive/index.html 

How was “buzz” from the tour “recycled”? 

The History Mobile project has left a wide wake in Thuringia’s cultural scene. For one, the Haus der Spuren 

(https://hds.traces.org/en/index.html) to date [1 February 2023] has welcomed 649 visitors to its exhibits 

since they officially opened to the public—despite Covid lockdowns!—on 15 April 2021. Visitors included 

“Zeitzeugen,” some of whom were spontaneously or later interviewed about their experiences from 1933-

48, pupils from regional schools, scores of students and “casual” walk-by walk-ins. The StuFu students in 

particular profited from Spuren’s post-tour cooperation with individuals (mostly “hobby historians”) 
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encountered while visiting their communities, who came to HdS or to the Uni-Erfurt campus to speak 

about their own biographies or local-history research results in topics in which they had been keenly 

interested and involved. Similarly, Spuren also utilized such guest speakers at its weekly Thursday-night 

“Global Salon” programs, as recorded at: https://hds.traces.org/tgs/ 

What were “typical” post-war German responses to the make-up of this project? 

The American-born director of the History Mobile sub-project often encountered—and felt compelled to 

counter—“typical” post-war German “knee-jerk” responses to not only the focus of the project’s inquiry, 

but to its literal vehicle. DHL delivery wagons are painted a dark gold-yellow; for budgetary reasons but 

moreover ease, Dr Luick-Thrams chose to retain the van’s base color, offset with the German flag’s other 

two primary colors, “gunpowder” black and “blood” red. To his utter surprise, not only did Luick-Thrams’ 

boss object to the History Mobile’s color scheme, but so did the board of director members of the non-

profit educational organization he concurrently directs, Spuren e.V. He endured his colleagues’ ardent 

objections for a limited time, then chose to simply ignore them and proceed as he saw fit. While he now 

can acknowledge that their reactions were not isolated ones, he has hardly regretted his decision. 

Similarly, Dr Luick-Thrams went through the motions of listening to objectors’ complaints of having, for 

ex., the Nazi flag prominently displayed on an opening panel of the exhibit. Then, he simply proceeded. 

For him, such arguments seemed “overly sensitive” and lacking reason, based instead on ideology and 

“politically correct” emotionality. At the same time, he acknowledged that cultural views differ greatly, 

with some likely hardly able to be reconciled between political, let alone cultural fault lines. 

What were some “typical East German” findings? 

Although the director tried to maintain relative political and personal neutrality towards the informants 

as well as casual visitors to the exhibit who did not choose to become informants, his upbringing and 

cultural biases were indelible. (He consistently trained his interns, volunteers and others working with this 

project also to strive for as much [at least visible] neutrality as possible.) The following examples illustrate 

how at times it became difficult to maintain visible distance from what was being reported: 

While some stories we heard during interviews or gathered from written documentation seemed 

to us to be unique, numerous stories were heard during sojourns spanning multiple sites, even at 

times repeatedly at one site! Among the most common went along the lines of “At school in the 

DDR, we heard that the Red Army had liberated Thuringia from the Nazi scourge—but at home 

on weekends, over Sunday roast, Oma said ‘The Amis were stationed by the score in our Hof and 

the ate all the eggs.’ We knew that what our teachers taught us was not true, but no one dared 

question their narrative.” When I asked “How did you navigate the dissonance from what was 

being said in public, squared with what you heard behind closed doors?” I typically heard, with a 

passive, dismissive shrug, “Oh, everybody knew the truth—you just didn’t say it in public…” 

When the rapport seemed amiable and “enough” trust seemed to have been earned between us, 

I asked further “But if there was this Urlüge about a keystone of the larger East German post-

war narrative, if there was social acceptance of it, of a kind of ‘permission’ to lie about 

something as primary as who defeated Nazism in what later once again became ‘Thuringia,’ 

then wasn’t that a blanket permission to lie about all kinds of things, both great and small?” 

Other common comments seemed less disturbing or inflammatory. They included the likes of: 

https://hds.traces.org/tgs/


We saw our first Negger when the Jeeps arrived. At first we were scared, but then they gave us 

children Hersey bars and cigarettes to adults who they sought as helpers to set up a longer-term 

occupation. The soldiers seemed so young, so well-fed, tall, healthy and rich. They wore smart 

uniforms and looked at my older sister with longing grins. Still, their officers took our upholstered 

furniture and best beds to the biggest house in the village, where they set up a temporary 

administration. They ate food like we hadn’t seen since the war’d begun. We were curious about 

them, but kept distance. They were our enemy. Anyone who cooperated with them was, at least 

at the beginning, suspicious, yet we were all interested in them. We had no idea how short-lived 

the American occupation would be. When the Amis suddenly left, we mourned their absence. 

report written January 2023 by: 

 

Michael Luick-Thrams, Ph.D. 

Haus der Spuren 

Unterm Berge 24 

99947 Bad Langensalza 

 

cell & WhatsApp # = 0049.176.34387065 

 

MichaelLuickThrams@gmail.com 

www.TRACES.org 

What were some media responses? 

What follows is a sample, a fraction of what print-media “talk” the History Mobile project generated: 
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